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Abstract. This paper deals with a prospective approach of
modeling, design evaluation and error determination
applied to pipelined A/D converter architecture. This is in
contrast with conventional ADC modeling algorithms targeted to extract the maximum ADC non-linearity error.
Our innovative approach presented in this paper allows
decomposing magnitudes of individual error sources from
a measured or simulated response of an ADC device. Design Evaluation methodology was successfully applied to
Nyquist rate cyclic converters in our works [13]. Now, we
extend its principles to pipelined architecture. This qualitative decomposition can significantly contribute to the
ADC calibration procedure performed on the production
line. This is backgrounded by the fact that the knowledge of
ADC performance contributors provided by the proposed
method helps to adjust the values of on-chip converter
components so as to equalize (and possibly minimize) the
total non-linearity error. In this paper, the design evaluation procedure is demonstrated on a system design example
of pipelined A/D converter. Significant simulation results of
each stage of the design evaluation process are given,
starting from the INL performance extraction proceeded in
a powerful Virtual Testing Environment implemented in
Maple™ software and finishing by an error source simulation, modeling of pipelined ADC structure and determination of error source contribution, suitable for a generic
process flow.

Keywords
Pipelined A/D converter, ADC modeling, design
evaluation, integral and differential non-linearity,
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1. Introduction
1.1 Novel Design Evaluation Approach
Verification of design performance and subsequent
device calibration of an A/D converter is a challenging
task. This is backgrounded by the fact that the ADC performance depends on many parameters of the analog

design part. This becomes apparent especially in complex
design structures, such as pipelined A/D converters where
the number of circuit components is high due to partitioning into several stages. Therefore, it is very uneasy to develop an explicit expression of the ADC performance contributors, represented in this case by the error sources of
underlying circuit instances. Prior works were focused
predominantly on a classical ADC modeling and design
approach [1], [2] providing only the information about the
maximum INL and DNL values, with no subsequent search
for the root-cause error contributors. Interesting approach
of pipeline ADC calibration was described in [3], [4]. Unfortunately, its application in our work is difficult as the
method is dedicated for the post-fabrication measurement
rather than design evaluation focused in this paper.
In contrast to this, the innovative approach of design
evaluation presented in this article is capable to extract the
magnitudes of individual error sources contributing to the
ADC performance. Assigning an error mechanism to
a specific circuit component or a group of instances, efficient ADC device calibration is possible. At this point, it
should be emphasized that the design evaluation approach
developed throughout our article represents an efficient
tool for design optimization as an inherent part of the integrated circuit design flow.

1.2 Modeling and Parameter Extraction of
Pipelined ADCs
The basic building blocks of pipelined ADCs [6] are
organized into consecutive stages, each containing a sample&hold (S&H), a low-resolution ADC and DAC, and
a summing circuit that includes an inter-stage amplifier. In
our work, a combination of the pipelined architecture with
a flash converter type is implemented into converter stages.
The combined pipelined-flash ADC provides an optimum
balance of speed and resolution, with respect to the power
dissipation and the chip size. Therefore, this ADC type
becomes increasingly attractive in data conversion. To
optimize the pipelined ADC design, performance extraction is necessary as the first step of the evaluation procedure. For this purpose, we developed a powerful Virtual
Testing Environment (VTE) [13]. The VTE proposed is
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implementedd in Maple™ and consistss of program procedures to extrract ADC erroors expressed
d in term of inntegral
and differenttial non-lineaarity (INL and
d DNL). To extract
the ADC errrors, an innnovative variant of Servoo-Loop
method was developed – refer to Section 2. In Secction 3,
a a priori AD
DC modeling w
with an
we follow the concept of an
emphasis to the error source identificattion and simuulation.
Subsequentlyy, the designn decompositiion proceduree with
respect to thhe extracted error sourcess and error ssources
determinationn is applied in Section 4. Finally, thee work
conclusions aare drawn in Section
S
5.

2. Advaanced Serrvo-Loop Algorithm
A
m
for Parameterr Extraction
The meethod concernned is the Serrvo-Loop, beiing the
core of the pproposed virtuual testing eng
gine. In our woork we
apply an innnovative apprroach develop
ped on assum
mptions
discussed inn [7]. Conseqquently, the lo
oop convergeence is
significantly accelerated, together
t
with the reduced nnumber
of iterations. The implemeentation is sho
own in Fig. 1.
Comparred to the stanndard solution
n [8], the assett of our
Servo-Loop implementation is followin
ng: Cumsum circuit
applies a priiori known vaalues to the in
nput signal. C
Convergence process is assistedd by an initiaal condition aand by
At this
adaptive stepp refinement of the cumssum block. A
point, adjusttment of the step size help
ps to acceleraate the
search for tthe loop equuilibrium poin
nt as there iis less
iteration neeeded to maintain the same INL accuraccy. The
search compplexity is channged from lin
near to logariithmic.
Further detaiils about the novel Servo--Loop algorithhm are
given in [7].
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Fig. 2. Bloc
ck diagram of pippelined A/D conv
verter.

The behavioral pipelinedd flash ADC model
m
consistts of
n stages, wheree each stage cconsists of a NX-bit A/D subs
converter, D/A sub-converterr, summing bllock and an innterstaage gain block
k (A). An N-bbit conversion
n is accomplisshed
by
y using at leasst two or more
re steps of sub
b-ranging (in this
sen
nse called pip
pelining), starrting with the most significcant
bitt (MSB). Firsst, the analogg input signall is convertedd in
staage 1 providiing N1-bit ressolution. Then, using a DAC
D
wiith at least N1-bit
- accuracy, the result is converted
c
backk to
an
nalog voltage and
a subtractedd from the inp
put voltage. Next,
N
the
thee difference is
i multiplied by 2N1 and subsequently,
s
alg
gorithm contin
nues in the saame way down to least signnifican
nt bit (LSB). The mainn accuracy requirements
r
are
strressed on Sam
mple&Hold, A/D converteer threshold and
intterstage gain error. The flaash A/D sub-cconverter usedd in
ou
ur implementation is depicteed in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Flash ADC stage.
Fig. 1. S
Servo-Loop blockk diagram.

3. Pipellined ADC
C Modelin
ng
3.1 Pipeliined ADC Model
M
Desccription
The AD
DC model unnder verificattion is a pipeelinedflash structurre proceedingg stage-by-stage conversionn algorithm correspponding to thee scheme show
wn in Fig. 2.

Here, an ADC
A
stage w
with NX-bit resolution contaains
2N-1 comparato
ors connectedd in parallel, with refereence
vo
oltages Vref seet by a resistoor network. Note
N
that for the
po
ossible CMOS VLSI implem
mentation, thee resistive divider
can
n be replaced by equation sstring of pseu
udo-resistors conc
sissting of MOS
S operating inn weak inverssion region. This
T
ch
hip area saving
g simplificatioon is possible under the connditio
on that NX < 4 for each su
sub-converter stage. The next
n
secction deals with
w the identiification of th
he major a prriori
kn
nown error mechanisms occcurring in th
he ADC archiitecturre.
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mining the scale of
o relative andd absolute errrors. The re-sulting
g waveforms are
a illustratedd in Fig.4a,b.

3.2
2 Identificcation of Arrchitectura
al Error
Sources
In the pipeelined flash ADCs,
A
errors can
c be classiffied
into
o two main groups; systeematic ADC error and coodespeecific ADC errror [11]. In our
o work, we are concernedd in
cod
de-specific errrors from whhich the dom
minant ones aare:
ressistance errorr, comparatorr offset, inter-sstage gain errror
and
d finally, the settling time. The mechaniism of resistannce
error (labeled ass res_error) orriginates in thee voltage diviider
and
d can be descrribed by the foormula (1a).
§ rees_error[ppm] ·
R x ' Rx  ¨ 1 
¸
106
©
¹

((1a)

Error_
_level=1,

defined
x
y 4 ,082988  tanh( )
4
Error_
_level=2,
defined
x
y 8,041623  tanh( )
8
Error_
_level=3,
defined
y

x
18 ,27384687  tanh
h(
)
18 , 25559128

Absolute
error

Relative
error

< 0,008

< 0,025

< 0,002

< 0,006

< 0,0005

< 0,0015

aas

aas

aas

Tab.
T
1. Error lev
vels for tanh-shapped distortion.

here Rx’ is the resistance value with resisttance error, R x is
wh
thee ideal resistaance value annd res_error is
i the resistannce
error expressed iin ppm.
The offset error labeled as off_error acts
a at each seeparatee comparisonn level and occurs under co
ondition givenn in
(1b
b).
k

¦R

i

m]·
§ off_error[ppm
uin  urref  2iN 01  ¨1 
¸!0
6
10
¹
©
R
¦ j

( 1b)

j 0

here uin is the input voltagee, uref is the reference
r
voltaage
wh
vallue, Ri and Rj are resistorrs in the volttage divider aand
offf_error is the ooffset error exxpressed in ppm
m.

Fig.
F 4a. Tanh-sha
aped distortion oof the transfer characteristic
c
(K’=1), absolute
a
error y = y2-y1 (Error lev
vel 1: dashed
line, Erro
or level 2: dot annd dashed line, Error
E
level 3:
solid line
e).

Finally, thee inter-stage gain
g
error, in (1c) denotedd as
ig_
_error acts between two coonverter stagees and its occcurren
nce is specific to the signal direction.
d
§ igg_error[p pm] ·
K ' 2 N  ¨1 
¸
10 6
¹
©

((1c)

here K’ is the non-ideal interstage gain, N is the num
mber
wh
of bits of this ssection and igg_error is thee interstage ggain
error expressed iin ppm.
The error ssources descriibed by (1a,b,c) exhibit a llinearr deviation orr scaling withh respect to itts typical valuues
usu
ually expresseed in ppm orr absolute uniits. Beside thhese
sou
urces, a signal distortion caan occur, caused by nonlinnear
dev
vice characterristic of the ADC compon
nents. A typiical
exaample is the “tanh-shapedd” distortion of
o the inter-staage
gaiin block (see aamplifier A inn Fig. 2) causeed by the interrnal
stages of the traansistor-level OpAmp. Thee distorted chharactteristic of the inter-stage gain
g
block (K’’= 1 is assum
med)
can
n be describedd as:
y

§ x
C1 tannh ¨¨
© C2

·
¸¸
¹

(2)

here x, y are thhe transfer funnction co-ordiinates and C1, C2
wh
aree constants. H
Here, the C2 constant is chosen
c
upon the
dessired relative eerror level andd the C1 consttant is calculaated
so that the transffer function endpoints
e
are [0, 0] and [1, 1].
In Tab. 1, the ddistorted transsfer characteriistic is describbed
by the error_levvel parameterr varying from
m 1 to 3, detter-

Fig.
F 4b. Tanh-sha
aped distortion oof the transfer characteristic
c
(K’=1), relative error y = (y2-y1)/y1 (Errror level 1:
dashed line, Error level 22: dot and dasheed line, Error
s
line).
level 3: solid

3.3 Error
E
Mechanism Sim
mulation
In
I the previou
us section, moost important error sourcess
occurrring in the piipelined ADC
C architecturee were identi-fied. The
T subsequen
nt step in systtematic design decomposi-tion iss to recognize the influencee of the error sources
s
to thee
INL characteristic.
c
This can be ddone by simullating individ-ual errror mechanissms so as to sort-out the shape of thee
corressponding INL waveform annd measure its peak-to-peakk
magniitude.
The
T VTE wass running on the 8-bit AD
DC with pipe-lined-flash architecture (2+3+3 bbits) from Fig.. 2 and Fig. 3,,
NL contributioons of the intter-stage gainn
focusiing on the IN
and offset
o
error. On
O the shapee of the errorr waveforms,,
a speccific dependen
ncy of the pulsse length on th
he ADC errorr
magniitude can be observed.
o
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From the simulated patterns [12] it is obvious that the
ADC system response to the error mechanisms can be
classified into two basic groups. In the first error group, the
principle of linear scaling and superposition is valid, i.e. the
magnitude of the INL and DNL characteristic is directly
proportional to the error level [5]. In the second group of
error sources represented by the inter-stage gain error, the
linear superposition principle is violated. This is backgrounded by the quantization of INL contributions from the
ADC stages, induced by a set of specific threshold values
of error sources. Particularly, if the error source magnitude
exceeds a specific value, a significant change of the corresponding INL contribution is invoked.
The INL response of the tanh-shaped distortion of the
inter-stage gain block belongs to a special category in the
error mechanism simulation. Since this error mechanism
describes a non-linear process, the particular influence of
other error sources has also to be taken into account; in our
case, we consider two values of the inter-stage gain error
[12]. Apparently, the non-linear distortion creates a masking effect, breaking down the dependency of INL response
on the ig_error level. However, for the tanh-shaped error
level being sufficiently low, the ig_error influence is still
well observable. Because of the masking effect, the tanhshaped distortion has to be kept at a sufficiently low level
in practical design considerations. In such a case, the nonlinear effects can be separated in a systematical way so as
to allow further decomposition process.

4. Design Decomposition and
Performance Fitting
4.1 Decomposition Algorithm Background
This section introduces the innovative design decomposition flow carried out to the end of this article. Based on
the simulated INL contribution of particular error sources
present in the ADC model, we will demonstrate how the
error sources and their combination will affect the total
INL error. Specifically, the design decomposition will be
understood in the sense of identification of the major components and their magnitudes in a simulated ADC device
characteristic. As the “real” measured or simulated INL
characteristic of a transistor-level ADC device was not
available at the time of writing this article, a set of
“pseudo-real” characteristics generated by the ADC model
was used instead. Despite this fact, the decomposition procedure described below provides a valuable feedback to the
modeling procedure.
Applying the linear superposition principle (proven
for an ADC response e.g. in [9], [10]), the resulting INL
characteristic can be decomposed into a weighted sum of
INL characteristics associated with individual error mechanisms. It is important to note that in our work, we demonstrate a suitable extent of the superposition principle to the
set of linearly independent INL contributors which are
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generated by magnitude variation of a single error source.
Particularly, it is the case of the ig_error source which
clearly violates the linearity assumption, but nevertheless
can be attached into the decomposition flow. Fulfilling the
conditions defined in Section 3.2, we arrange the remaining
error contributors into the model matrix Bmod:

B mod

ª INLg1 INLg 2 INLg 3 INLg 4 INLg 5 INLg 6 INLt1 INLt 2 INLt 3 INLoff º
« :
: »»
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
«
« :
: »
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
«
»
¬ INLg1 INLg 2 INLg 3 INLg 4 INLg 5 INLg 6 INLt1 INLt 2 INLt 3 INLoff ¼

(3)

Apparently from (3), the model matrix contains one
column per each error source contributor. Note that INLg1
to INLg6 correspond to the INL contribution generated by
various magnitudes (100 ppm, 200 ppm, 500 ppm,
1000 ppm, 2000 ppm, 5000 ppm) of the inter-stage gain
error in the first stage, as it is defined by (1c). Analogously,
INLt1 to INLt3 correspond to the INL contribution generated
by various magnitudes (500 ppm, 2000 ppm, 8000 ppm) of
the tanh-shaped error, as it is defined by (2) and INLoff
denotes the offset error contribution as it is defined by (1b).
The decomposition of the device characteristic INLmod is
given by:

INLmod

 mod x  ' LACK

(4)

where INLmod  R 2 N is the total characteristic of the pipelined
ADC model, x is the vector of weights of individual error
sources, ' LACK  R 2N denotes the lack-of-fit underlying error
mechanisms not captured by the model matrix Bmod. As the
first design decomposition step, we estimate the vector of
weights as:
~
.
(5)
x LeastSquares B , INL
mod

mod

Subsequently, the lack-of-fit is calculated as follows:
'
INL  B ~
x .
LACK

mod

mod

(6)

4.2 Practical Algorithm Implementation
For practical use with pipelined ADC, the design decomposition procedure established by (3)-(5) needs to be
enhanced by determination of error source magnitudes
from the components of the vector ~
x . With respect to the
simulation result, the offset error fulfills the linear superposition principle with respect to the INL response.
For the gain error source, the situation is a bit more
complicated, as we need an iteration search procedure to
find the error source magnitude. This can be done by the
following algorithm:
x : LeastSquar es (B mod )}.

(7)

The algorithm body (7) described above is repeated in
a loop until x([iiter]-1)2 < . Here, Bmod is the model matrix
with selected INL components INLgain, INLoffset and INLtanh.
The concrete asset of the practical algorithm implementation is apparent from Fig. 5 (reduced for IG error to
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100
00 ppm). Here, the x[1] to x[4] are the
t error weigghs
plo
otted versus thhe ig_error parrameter. Obviiously, the gloobal
maaxima of the x[1] to x[4] curves indicate the concrrete
vallues of the igg_error level present in th
he ADC INL respo
onse. In such a way, the innter-stage gain
n error level ccan
be determined bby “filtering-oout” the respon
nse of the tessted
dev
vice-under-tesst.

acterisstic of pseudo
o-real ADC iss subtracted frrom the trans-fer characteristic off ADC with onnly Offset erro
or.
According
A
to this processs, the gain and
a
distortionn
error are
a determined
d (see Fig. 6)..

4.4 Decomposi
D
ition Exam
mple
As
A the “real” measured or simulated INL
L characteris-tic of a transistor-leevel ADC devvice was not av
vailable at thee
time of
o writing this article, a seet of “pseudo--real” charac-teristiccs generated by the ADC model was used
u
for pro-ductio
on line emulation.
These
T
results were provenn by decomp
position algo-rithm and evaluated
d the result acccuracy. Afteer finishing off
the alg
gorithm accorrding to Fig.6,, we received very accuratee
resultss (see Tab. 2)..
No.
1

Fig. 5. Decoomposed model vector coefficieents for ig_errorr
param
meter (x[1] solid, x[2] short-dash, x[3] long-dash,,
x[4] dot-and-dash linee).

2
3

4.3
3 Error Soources Deteermination

4

First, the transfer charracteristic of a real ADC
C is
deccomposed folllowing equattion (5) and the Offset errror
(Teemperature) iss determined following
f
equ
uation:
Temperatuure = 300 + (T
TempReference – 300)·x[10]

(8)

wh
here x[10] is tthe ratio betw
ween the INL curve of a psseudorreal ADC andd INL curve given by the offset referennce
Tem
mpReference.

5
6
7

Pseudore
eal ADC

Decomposed reesults

T = 240 K,
IGE = 1400 ppm

T = 236 K,
IG
GE = 1596 ppmm
m

T = 260 K,
IGE = 1400 ppm
T = 300 K,
IGE = 2400 ppm
T = 300 K,
IGE = 4400 ppm
T = 320 K,
IGE = 1000 ppm
T = 320 K,
IGE = 3200 ppm
T = 320 K,
IGE = 4400 ppm

T = 258 K,
IG
GE = 1279 ppm
T = 301 K,
IG
GE = 2394 ppm
T = 300 K,
IG
GE = 4241 ppm
T = 321 K,
IG
GE = 674 ppm
T = 320 K,
IG
GE = 3291 ppm
T = 320 K,
IG
GE = 4476 ppm

Tab.
T
2. Comparison of values oof real ADC and
d determined
results.

5. Conclusio
C
ons
The
T main con
ntribution of this work is the develop-ment of a system
matical designn evaluation methodologyy
suitab
ble for Nyquisst-rate A/D coonverters. Parrticularly, thee
decom
mposition flow
w was solved aand demonstrrated for pipe-lined ADC devices frequently ussed in IC design solutions..
Comp
pared to prior approaches [[5], [9], [10], the proposedd
decom
mposition algo
orithm can alsso proceed th
he ADC errorr
sourcees which violate linearity aassumption. Practical
P
assett
of thee decompositio
on algorithm is expected namely
n
in thee
custom
m ADC design with an em
mphasis on thee optimizationn
proceeed on behavio
oral or full trannsistor-level.

Ack
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Fig. 6. Flow
wchart of successiive error determin
nation.

Then, usingg the determined Offset errror, the Transsfer
chaaracteristic off a virtual AD
DC with only
y Offset errorr is
creeated followinng equation (11b). Finally, th
he transfer chhar-
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